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Abstract
Although Trojan attacks on deep neural networks (DNNs)
have been extensively studied, the threat of run-time Trojan
injection has only recently been brought to attention. Unlike
data poisoning attacks that target the training stage of a DNN
model, a run-time attack executes an exploit such as Rowham-
mer on memory to flip the bits of the target model and thereby
implant a Trojan. This threat is stealthier but more challeng-
ing, as it requires flipping a set of bits in the target model to
introduce an effective Trojan without noticeably downgrading
the model’s accuracy. This has been achieved only under the
less realistic assumption that the target model is fully shared
with the adversary through memory, thus enabling them to
flip bits across all model layers, including the last few layers.

For the first time, we have investigated run-time Trojan
Injection under a more realistic gray-box scenario. In this
scenario, a model is perceived in an encoder-decoder man-
ner: the encoder is public and shared through memory, while
the decoder is private and so considered to be black-box and
inaccessible to unauthorized parties. To address the unique
challenge posed by the black-box decoder to Trojan injection
in this scenario, we developed a suite of innovative techniques.
Using these techniques, we constructed our gray-box attack,
Groan, which stands out as both effective and stealthy. Our
experiments show that Groan is capable of injecting a highly
effective Trojan into the target model, while also largely pre-
serving its performance, even in the presence of state-of-the-
art memory protection.

1 Introduction

The advance of machine learning (ML) technologies also
comes with growing demands for ensuring their trustworthi-
ness in the presence of various emerging security and privacy
risks. Among the most prominent of these risks is the Trojan
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(aka. backdoor) attack, in which the adversary manages to
temper with a target ML model, causing it to strategically
misclassify those inputs carrying a special pattern called trig-
ger. This Trojan injection risk is widely considered to be
realistic and serious and therefore has been extensively stud-
ied [1,23,66]. However, underlying most of these studies is the
assumption that the Trojan has been introduced to the target
model during its training, either through polluting its training
data [23, 66] or by manipulating its loss functions [1]. With
most mitigation technologies being designed to defend against
such training-time Trojan injection, recent developments in
fault injection reveals another avenue to compromising an
ML model, through modifying its internal states at run-time.
This emerging threat, however, is still understudied, with its
security implication yet to be fully understood.
Run-time Trojan injection. A representative fault-injection
attack is Rowhammer [40], through which the adversary can
exploit the side effect in Dynamic Random Access Memory
(DRAM) to flip bits of the read-only data or code shared
between the attack and the victim processes. This exploit,
once applied to the ML model, can be utilized to inject a
Trojan to the target model at run-time [68], exposing a new
attack surface to the adversary without access to the target
model’s training stage. Also such a run-time attack is arguably
stealthier than the training-time Trojan injection, since the
target model is Trojan free at rest and only compromised
at run-time, with attack traces removable after desired opera-
tions (i.e., mislabelling specific inputs) executed (Section 3.1),
which renders today’s detection and unlearning ineffective.

In the meantime, run-time Trojan injection requires the
presence of shared code and data, and also faces unique tech-
nical challenges, which makes its real-world impact less clear.
Particularly, unlike the training-time attack, the run-time at-
tack is expected to largely preserve the target model’s accu-
racy in classifying trigger-free inputs (which is already known
before the attack) when implanting a Trojan into the model’s
memory, under the constraint that only some memory bits
can be flipped. This challenge has never been seriously ad-
dressed by prior studies: some assume that all memory bits



are flippable [10, 59] and all consider a white-box and fully
shared target ML model [10, 59, 68], with all its parameters
not only completely exposed to the adversary but also fully
shared with the attack process through memory at run-time.
Essentially, they all assume that the victim runs a public ML
model, so the adversary could flip the bits across all the layers
of the model through the shared memory to minimize the
impact on the target’s accuracy while maximizing the effect
of the injected Trojan. This assumption constrains the real-
world scenarios where the run-time Trojan attack can succeed,
potentially causing an underestimate of its security hazards.

The Groan attack. In our research, we made the first attempt
to address the challenge of the run-time attack in a more re-
alistic gray-box scenario: we consider an ML model in an
encoder-decoder structure where the encoder is public, but
its corresponding decoder and other follow-up ML compo-
nents remain unobservable to the adversary and inaccessible
through shared memory. This structure has achieved consider-
able success across both vision and Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP) tasks, including semantic segmentation [41], object
detection [5,49], and image classification [11–13,20,27]. This
structure enables users to swiftly develop powerful models
for their applications with limited computing resource and
task-specific datasets, and has been widely integrated into ma-
jor deep learning frameworks, including Google Cloud ML,
Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit, and PyTorch. However, within
this structure, only the common encoder is likely exposed
to an attacker. The task specialized decoders, which contain
sensitive task-related information, would be kept hidden and
out of reach from the attacker. We provide detailed real-world
examples in Section 2.3. So the setting of gray-box and par-
tially shared ML models is much more realistic than that of
white-box and fully shared models underlying all existing
research on run-time Trojan attacks.

Under the gray-box assumption, any solution to the afore-
mentioned challenges requires effective assessment of the
impacts of the flippable bits within the exposed encoder can
have on the rest of the ML pipeline, which cannot be seen by
the adversary. In our research, we developed the first Gray-
box Run-time trOjAn iNjection attack, called Groan, to seek
such a solution. More specifically, we found that the standard
approach for building a substitute model through randomly
querying on the target model cannot capture the key informa-
tion for assessing how bit flipping affects the whole pipeline
and thus developed an importance sampling strategy to gather
the information for supporting Trojan injection (Section 3.2).
Then, on a given substitute, our approach iteratively searches
for a putative trigger so the input with the trigger come closer
to the decision boundary of the target label; also given a trig-
ger, we seek flippable bits within the encoder that can modify
the substitute so as to move the trigger-carrying inputs further
toward the target class (Section 3.3). The convergence of this
iterative optimization process leads to the discovery of the bits
and the trigger that cause an effective Trojan to be injected,

with a minimal impact on the model’s accuracy in classifying
trigger-free inputs.

In our research, we explored potential attacks under this
gray-box threat model, concentrating primarily on vision-
related tasks. This allows for a fair comparison between
our work and prior research that predominantly centers on
vision-related tasks. Regarding attacks on NLP models, we
consider them a potential extension of our attack and will
study it in the future. Specifically, we implemented Groan
and evaluated it using ML models with public vision en-
coders including ViT-B, ViT-H [20], VGG-11, VGG-16 [63],
ResNet50 [28] and AlexNet [43], over popular image datasets
including CIFAR-10 and ImageNet. Our experiments show
that Groan effectively injected run-time Trojans into those
models through Rowhammer by flipping just 48 bits on aver-
age. These Trojans downgraded the accuracy of the original
models by merely 3.1%, while achieving an attack success
rate (ASR) of 89.9% on average. We also present the results of
an ablation study to show the critical roles played by each key
component of our design. Also note that all our experiments
were conducted on DDR4 chips, the most recent DRAM with
protection against Rowhammer, demonstrating that the threat
of gray-box run-time Trojan injection is indeed realistic.
Contributions. Our key contributions are outlined below:
•More realistic attack. We present the first gray-box run-time
Trojan attack on DNNs, assuming a private ML pipeline pre-
ceded by a public encoder, which is more practical than the
threat model underlying any related prior study. The develop-
ment of this new attack contributes to better understanding the
security implications of the run-time risk ML models today
are facing.
• New attack techniques. Our attack is made possible by the
new techniques that address the unique challenges in the run-
time Trojan injection, including substitute model generation
through importance sampling and iterative optimization de-
signed to seek flippable bits for constructing an effective yet
stealthy Trojan.
• Implementation and evaluation. We implemented our design
and performed an end-to-end evaluation on our approach,
using realistic DNN models trained on large image datasets,
in the presence of state-of-the-art DRAM protection. Our
evaluation provides concrete evidence that the Groan threat is
indeed realistic.

2 Background

2.1 Deep Neural Network

A DNN model can be described as a function that given an
input instance outputs a prediction. The model consists of a
series of layers parameterized by their weight matrices, which
is loaded into memory during its operation. A DNN today is
characterized by hundreds of megabytes or even gigabytes



of parameters learnt from large datasets (e.g., ImageNet with
over 14 millions of images [17]), which entails an enormous
amount of computation. Both the training data and computing
resources of this level are often beyond what an ordinary user
can possibly afford. Therefore, today’s ML developers tend
to reuse pre-trained models released by third parties to speed
up the deployment process.

Encoder-decoder architecture. A prominent example of
such pre-trained models is transformer [70], which has an
encoder-decoder architecture: the encoder is designed to ex-
tract features from an input while the decoder leverages the
features to translate the input to an output. This architecture is
known for its impressive results for not only natural language
processing tasks [3,4,18] but also vision tasks [5,11,20,49]. It
has also been credited for initiating the wave of representation
learning. Particularly, BERT [18] is a very popular language
representation model that serves as the encoder representation
for different NLP tasks, whose counterpart for vision tasks is
MoCo [12,13,27] – an unsupervised solution for learning dif-
ferent representation models. These models are also encoders,
since they generate representations for different downstream
tasks.

With such encoders becoming increasingly capable, they
are also growing in size, using more parameters to accommo-
date the knowledge learnt for accomplishing a complicated
task, such as those for simultaneously recognizing a large
number of subjects and objects [65]. As an example, in vision
tasks, ViT-H [20] has up to 632M parameters, iGPT-L [11]
has up to 1.362G parameters and iGPT-XL [11] has up to
6.801G parameters. Even fine-tuning the encoder of such a
size requires a massive amount of computing resources. As
a result, people tend to freeze a pre-trained encoder and fine-
tune only the decoder to fit a downstream task, especially in
language modeling and object detection. Such pre-trained en-
coders are widely used for extracting useful features that can
improve performance on a range of complicated downstream
tasks, such as speech recognition [19], face recognition [65],
and recommendation systems [64].

Weight quantization. Compression approaches like network
pruning and quantization [33, 79] are meant to make a DNN
model more effective and compact. Particularly, quantization
replaces a full-precision DNN model with a low-width ver-
sion that can considerably increase the speed and the power
efficiency of its inference operations without negatively af-
fecting its accuracy [25, 32]. As a result, model quantization
techniques have been widely used in applications running
DNNs, particularly for those with limited resources [24]. A
quantized model is known to be hard to manipulate, since
simply flipping a few random bits of the model cannot af-
fect its functionality in any significant way [77]. Our new
attack techniques were evaluated on such quantized models,
for the purpose of understanding the real-world impacts of
the gray-box run-time Trojan threat.

2.2 Trojan Attack

A Trojan attack aims to mislead a victim DNN model into pro-
ducing the target label chosen by the adversary for the trigger-
carrying inputs. Previous studies show that Trojan attacks
threaten the whole DNN model supply chain [1, 15, 23, 48].
Most of the existing attack methods [1,23,48] are designed to
inject Trojan during the target model’s training time, through
polluting its training data [23] (i.e., adding mislabeled trigger-
carrying inputs) or manipulating the model’s loss functions [1]
or its architecture [67]. Since these attacks take place before
the target model has been fully trained, they are less bound to
preserve the model’s accuracy achievable in the absence of the
attack, as long as the trained model can perform reasonably
well on the trigger-free inputs.

Run-time Trojan attack. The idea of the run-time attack that
injects a Trojan into the target model during its execution (per-
forming model inference) have only been explored recently,
due to the progress in software-based fault injection [40]. ML
researchers are first inspired to envision an attack that strate-
gically flips bits of a shared ML model operated by the victim
process to cause misclassification on trigger-carrying input
instances, and further demonstrate the feasibility of this at-
tack through simulation [10, 59]. Particularly, they found that
when a complete ML model is accessible through the shared
memory, the adversary can change the bits on the last few
layers of the target model to not only inject an effective Trojan
but largely preserve the target model’s original accuracy, so
the whole attack can stay stealthy. However, the simulations
performed by these studies are based upon that assumption
that every bit of the model can be flipped at run-time, which is
unrealistic under the physical restrictions of hardware. Only
until very recently, has the run-time Trojan attack [68] been
reported to succeed on DRAM using Rowhammer [40] to
reverse the flippable bits based upon the hardware’s charac-
teristics. Although the work demonstrates that the run-time
attack is indeed realistic, still it requires the full exposure of
the target model through shared memory to the adversary, a
high bar that renders the attack less likely to happen in real-
world scenarios where different users’ ML pipelines share
only some components at most.

The Rowhammer attack. Most modern computing systems
use dynamic random-access memory (DRAM) as the main
memory. Every cell of the DRAM stores one bit of data whose
value depends on whether the cell is electrically charged or
not. Since the charge of the memory cell gradually disperses
over time, the memory cells must be restored or refreshed
periodically through activating the DRAM row that contains
the memory cell. Otherwise, the data stored in the memory
cell will be corrupted.

The Rowhammer attack amplifies the disturbance errors
inherent in the electromagnetic interference between nearby
cells by activating memory regions in a specific way to ex-
acerbate the charge leak of the memory cells, thereby cor-



rupting the sensitive data stored in the cells. Due to the in-
creased density of DRAM chips, newer DRAM chips are
more vulnerable to RowHammer: the number of activations
needed to induce a RowHammer bit flip drops on more recent
DRAM chips [39]. Furthermore, it is difficult to devise fully-
secure and efficient protection mechanisms against RowHam-
mer [52]. Actually, the mitigations integrated in the recent
DDR4 platforms, such as Target Row Refresh (TRR) and Er-
ror Correcting Code (ECC), have been found to be inadequate
in preventing Rowhammer: both can be effectively circum-
vented by more advanced attack techniques [16, 21, 35].

Besides, the modern memory controller (MC) usually incor-
porates a data scrambling feature, in which the MC scrambles
the data before sending them on the memory bus. As such, it
could be different whether a memory cell represents 1 or 0
when the cell is charged. Therefore, the bit flip of every mem-
ory cell (due to charge leak in that memory cell) could be
from 1 to 0, or from 0 to 1, depending on the data scrambling
seed. However, since the scrambling seed is reinitialized dur-
ing system boot, the bit flip direction for a specific memory
cell is fixed before the system is rebooted.

2.3 Threat Model
The threat model presented in this paper aligns with the cur-
rent body of literature on Rowhammer [74] and the majority
of microarchitectural attack research [78], which necessitates
co-location of the attacker and victim within the same sys-
tem. Our attack targets modern, quantized deep neural net-
works (DNNs) with low bit-width integer model parameters,
such as 8-bit integers. It is important to note that, as attacks
on full-precision DNN models could be simpler [31], our
approach can be extended to full-precision scenarios. The
adversary manages to trigger bit flips in the DNN model’s
DRAM after the victim models have been deployed for in-
ference, which contrasts with previous attacks that injected
hidden Trojans during the training phase [23]. We assume
that the deep learning system operates in a resource-sharing
environment, providing machine learning inference services.

Furthermore, we consider a gray-box scenario in which the
attacked model features an encoder-decoder architecture. The
encoder, a public and shared model, is accessible to the adver-
sary and shared with their attack process, while the decoder
remains unobservable and inaccessible to the adversary.
Attack goal. The adversary intends to inject a run-time Tro-
jan into the target model to produce the target label chosen
for trigger-carrying inputs, through flipping bits of the tar-
get model’s parameters stored in memory cells, and also stay
stealthy at meantime.
Attacker’s knowledge. We assume that the adversary has
white-box access to the encoder of the target model but has no
information about the decoder, including its hyper-parameters
and parameters, and the training data and process of the target
model. Nor does he know the details of the target model’s

output (such as confidential scores) except the predicted la-
bel. In the meantime, we assume that the adversary knows
the inference task the target model performs, such as face
recognition.

We consider today’s DRAM chips that are vulnerable to
Rowhammer. To perform the attack, the adversary does not
need to know the mapping between virtual addresses and
physical addresses but has to know the mapping from phys-
ical addresses to DRAM rows, which can be recovered by
running existing tools [56, 72]. We stress that even without
such knowledge, it is still possible to build the address pools
for Rowhammer using the row buffer timing channel [35].
Attacker’s capability. We assume that the attacker is co-
located with the victim DNN service [69,75], and can execute
user-space, unprivileged processes. Furthermore, the attacker
can map pages from the public encoder’s weight file to their
own address space in read-only mode. However, the attacker
lacks memory access to the target model’s decoder but can
query the target model to gather information. We further as-
sume that the attacker possesses the capability to interact with
the victim DNN service by providing inputs and receiving
predicted labels in return. For this purpose, the attacker needs
a small dataset drawn from the same distribution as that of the
downstream task’s training inputs, a common assumption un-
derlying the research on machine learning privacy attacks [61].
This dataset is used for query generation.
Real-world examples. Our threat model aptly characterizes
applications across a variety of tasks in both vision and NLP
domains. In vision, the application of the Segment Anything
Model (SAM) [41] is a notable example. Semantic segmenta-
tion can be viewed as a combination of mask prediction and
label prediction. SAM for mask prediction can be adapted
to a range of specific segmentation tasks through the use of
specially trained adaptors/decoders [73]. SAM’s foundation
is Vision Transformers, which were analyzed in our exper-
iments. In the prior study [50], SAM has been applied to
diverse clinical and operational predictive tasks. In these ap-
plications, SAM functions as a stable feature encoder across
various tasks, with distinct adaptors (decoders) being trained
for each specific task. Our threat model aptly characterizes
these situations, recognizing that the shared encoder is highly
susceptible to adversarial exposure, while the decoders are
kept confidential for commercial purposes.

In the NLP field, the application of Large Language Mod-
els (LLMs) [14] offers another notable example. Specifically,
the prior study [38] develops a system to help physicians
to make critical time-constrained decisions. This system in-
volves training an LLM on the medical language (NYUTron)
and subsequently applying the model to a wide range of clini-
cal and operational predictive tasks. Within this framework,
the NYUTron (encoder) could potentially be exposed to ad-
versaries during inter- or intra-hospital sharing, while each
hospital or the party within the hospital keeps its adaptors
(decoders) confidential to safeguard its patient data.



3 The Groan Attack

3.1 Overview

Groan is designed for Trojan injection at run-time with gray-
box access to the target model, that is, white-box access to
the encoder but no information about and memory access to
the decoder. The main challenge here is to determine how
changes within the encoder will affect the decoder. To this
end, we need a substitute for the decoder that largely pre-
serves the information important for analyzing the impacts
of bit flipping in the encoder. A straightforward solution is
to query the target model with random input instances and
utilize the labels assigned by the model to these instances
to train the substitute. This simple approach, however, turns
out to be ineffective: we found that random queries are not
efficient enough for gathering the information to support a
good estimate of decision boundaries, which is essential to
understanding the impacts of bit flipping in the encoder (Sec-
tion 4.3). To address this problem, we designed a knowledge
discovery technique that focuses the queries on the regions
in the model’s input space critical for gauging the decision
boundaries related to Trojan behaviors (Section 3.2). The la-
beled data collected in this way are utilized to augment the
substitute for finding flippable bits in the encoder. Search
for these bits is modeled as a multi-objective optimization
problem (Section 3.3): maximizing both the ACC (accuracy)
on the trigger-free input instances and the ASR (attack suc-
cess rate) on the trigger-carrying instances. This problem is
addressed using an iterative algorithm. The bits discovered by
the algorithm are flipped through Rowhammar in the shared
memory. Following we describe these individual stages at a
high level.

Knowledge discovery. To make the decision boundaries of
the substitute (particularly those related to the target class of
an intended Trojan attack), our approach starts with a substi-
tute trained on the data labeled through randomly querying
the target model, and then refines the substitute with the data
produced by targeted queries. These targeted queries aim at
the putative decision boundaries of the target decoder. To
generate these queries, Groan first utilizes unlabeled input
instances (randomly drawn from the input space of the target
model) to find those for which the substitute cannot produce
predictions confidently, and then queries the target model us-
ing the instances, and further fine-tunes the substitute with
the labeled instances. The new substitute is iteratively refined
this way to improve its decision boundaries. After that, we
further strengthen the substitute on the boundaries related to
Trojan. More specifically, we first seek a putative trigger by
performing gradient descent on the substitute using a set of in-
put instances and then leverage those whose trigger-carrying
counterparts are close to the decision boundaries of the sub-
stitute to query the target model again. The predictions made
by the model on these instances are again used to fine-tune

the substitute. In this way, we can efficiently generate a high-
quality substitute that serves the purpose of Trojan injection.
Bit identification. Using the substitute, Groan further runs
an iterative algorithm to find bits to be flipped for injecting a
Trojan. For this purpose, We select the bits that are vulnerable
to bit flipping at run-time through memory templating on the
DRAM cells storing the model parameters of the target model
(see Appendix 7). Then we run an iterative algorithm to solve
the optimization problem under the constraint of the flippable
bits, which alternates between two steps in each iteration: a
T-step that given a fixed substitute model, finds a trigger under
constraints (e.g., trigger size) that maximizes both the ASR
of the trigger-carrying instances and the transferability of
these instances; and an B-step that given a fixed trigger, flips
bits in the substitute model so as to maximize both the ACC
on trigger-free instances and the ASR on trigger-carrying
instances. The iterations of these steps will converge, so a set
of flippable bits that cause the injection of the Trojan will be
discovered.
Bit flipping. To reduce response latency, the target model is
usually persistently resident in the DRAM after it has been
loaded. At this point, the Rowhammer attack can be initiated.
Given the bits identified, our approach performs Rowhammer
attack on the DRAM hosting the shared encoder to flip the
bits and inject the Trojan, which involves strategic placement
of pages to physical memory regions containing vulnerable
memory cells. The attack’s effects persist until the model is
reloaded. Fig. 1 illustrates the overall mechanism of Groan.
The rest of the section elaborates on these attack stages.

3.2 Knowledge Discovery
As mentioned earlier, the substitute model trained on the data
randomly queried from the target model is found ineffective
for Trojan injection (Section 4.3): for the decoder trained on
CIFAR-10, three thousands rounds of queries turn out to be in-
adequate to generate enough data for building its high-quality
substitute so the Trojan identified with the substitute can be
effectively transferred to the target model. Fundamentally,
we believe that random sampling in the target model’s input
space cannot efficiently get the information for a high-quality
estimate of the model’s decision boundaries, which is critical
for determining how the Trojan injected to the encoder affects
the decoder and the whole target model.

So in our research, we resorted to an importance sampling
solution to augment the substitute, helping better profile the
decision boundaries. Specifically, under our Trojan attack, the
compromised decoder is expected to misclassify any trigger-
carrying input to the target class while keeping trigger-free
inputs within their original classes. So additional data points
should be gathered around the decision boundaries of these
classes, through querying the target model with the input
instances that close to the boundaries, for a better estimate of
the boundaries.



Figure 1: Overview of Groan. The three dotted boxes represent the three stages of Groan. The red arrow represents the actual
attack applied on the target model.

Initialization. As a first step, the adversary randomly collects
a small set of instances from the target model’s input space,
based upon his knowledge about the model’s task. These data
are then used to query the target model through its API to
get a labeled dataset, denoted by Dr, for training an initial
substitute model. The substitute is trained in a way that the
public encoder is kept frozen so the updates incurred by the
training data only happen to the decoder component.

Substitute augmentation. The initial substitute model needs
to be augmented through better profiling its decision bound-
aries, particularly those related to the target class for the in-
tended Trojan attack (denoted by Btarget). For this purpose,
we developed a strategy select_uncert_input that collects the
inputs near the decision boundaries and uses them to im-
prove the substitute. Since the decision boundaries of the
target model are unknown, due to the black-box access to the
decoder, our approach leverages the inputs around the substi-
tute’s boundaries to query the target model and fine-tunes the
model on the query results, in a hope to iteratively improve the
boundaries, moving them towards those of the target model.
Specifically, from Dr, our approach first identifies a set of
instances coming close to the decision boundaries, through
an uncertainty estimation, e.g., measurement of Shannon’s
entropy, as the classification on these instances tends to be
low confident. These data, once labeled by the target model
through queries, form a new dataset Dclean

uncert , for fine-tuning
the substitute. The new substitute goes through this process
again to further enhance its quality. This iteration is repeated
for multiple rounds, as determined by the adversary, each
producing a new Dclean

uncert .

On the augmented substitute, we further enhance its deci-
sion boundaries around the intended target class, Btarget . To

this end, we generate a trigger pattern that maximizes the
ASR for the instances in D (see line-12 in Algorithm 1), and
among all the trigger-carrying instances, find those close to
Btarget based upon the uncertainty estimation. These trigger-
carrying instances are then run against the target model to
get a labeled set Dtrigger

uncert , which again are used to fine-tune
the substitute. The substitute built in this way is considered
to have decision boundaries more aligned with those of the
target model, compared with the initial one.

Data preparation. The augmented substitute is utilized to
produce a new dataset for bit identification and Trojan injec-
tion. Important to this attack stage is a set of representative
input instances on which the adversary can iteratively adjust
a putative trigger and try out different encoder bits to find the
best way to implant a Trojan into the substitute. Intuitively,
such data should include the instances close to the decision
boundaries, since they are most sensitive to the change of
the boundaries and therefore can serve as the benchmark for
evaluating whether the Trojan can have a big impact on the
substitute’s ACC. Such data are included in the set Dclean

uncert
produced at the final round of the substitute’s iterative updates.
Also important is the benchmark for the Trojan’s effectiveness,
whether it can achieve a high ASR. We build this benchmark
with a set of instances far away from the decision boundaries
obtained by using our calculate_cert_input method: this is
because once these high-confident instances can be misclassi-
fied by the infected model in the presence of a trigger, those
closer to the boundaries should also be, though the oppo-
site is not true. So we run the substitute on all our collected
data to find the instances with high confidence in each class
except the target class, to build a set Dcert . In addition, the
adversary uses the all the labeled instance as the ground-truth,



which helps the bit search algorithm (Algorithm 2) to measure
whether the Trojan injected can already achieve the expected
ACC and ASR.

Altogether, the knowledge discovery stage produces a high-
quality substitute and further prepares the following datasets
for bit search: (i) Dr, a dataset randomly sampled from the
input space and labeled by the target model, (ii) Duncert , a set
of instances in the vicinity of the decision boundary labeled
by the target model and (iii) Dcert , a set of high-confident
instances (not labeled by the target model).

Algorithm 1: Knowledge discovery algorithm.
Input: Target model f , target class t, number of queries per

iteration q, and maximum number of queries Q.
Output: A substitute model f̃ and a labeled datasets Dl .

1: Xr← random sample q inputs
2: Dr←{(x, f (x)) : x ∈ Xr}
3: Initialize f̃ by training it on Dr
4: D← Dr, Nq← q
5: while Nq < Q do
6: Xclean← select_uncert_input( f̃ ,D,q)
7: Dclean

uncert ←{(x, f (x)) : x ∈ Xclean}
8: Update f̃ by fine-tuning it on Dclean

uncert
9: D← D∪Dclean

uncert
10: Nq+= q
11: end while
12: Get a trigger Ǎ on D for f̃
13: Xtrigger← select_uncert_input( f̃ , Ǎ(D),q)
14: Dtrigger

uncert ←{(x, f (x)) : x ∈ Xtrigger}
15: Update f̃ by fine-tuning it on Dtrigger

uncert
16: Duncert ← Dclean

uncert ∪Dtrigger
uncert

17: Xcert ← calculate_cert_input( f̃ ,D∪Dtrigger
uncert ,2q)

18: Dcert ←{(x, f̃ (x)) : x ∈ Xcert}
19: Dl ← Duncert ∪Dcert
20: return f̃ , Dl

The algorithm. Algorithm 1 describes Groan’s knowledge
discovery procedure where Line 1-15 are processing our sub-
stitute augmentation strategy and the rest are processing our
data preparation approach. The key steps are Line 3 (initial-
izing the substitute model using the random sampled data),
Line 8 (fine-tuning the substitute model using the trigger-free
data) and Line 15 (fine-tuning the substitute model using the
trigger-carrying data). Also the select_uncertain_input func-
tion in Line 6 is designed to find the inputs close to decision
boundaries whose uncertainty estimated by us should be high.
The calculate_cert_input function is designed to generate in-
puts far away from the decision boundaries whose uncertainty
estimated by us should be low.

3.3 Bit Identification
On the target model, Groan performs a search for most suit-
able bits within the encoder to inject a Trojan. This problem

can be modeled as a multi-objective optimization problem.
Specifically, our objectives include finding a set of bits mbit to
flip and an amending trigger function A(·) so as to maximize
the attack success rate (ASR) of the Trojan and meanwhile
preserving as much as possible the target model’s accuracy
on trigger-free inputs. Formally, the Groan attack is designed
to minimize the following objective function:

Lce( fmbit (A(x)), t)+Lce( fmbit (x),y), (1)

The first term in the equation is related to the ASR and the
second is related to the ACC. Here, x is an input without
the trigger and y is its ground-truth label, A(x) represents a
trigger-carrying input and t is the target label selected by the
adversary, Lce is the cross-entropy loss function, and fmbit

is the model derived from the target model f with mbits in
its encoder being flipped. As we can see from the equation,
when the ground truth data {(x,y)}, the target label t and the
target model f are all set, the solution of this optimization
problem is completely dependent on the selection of bits mbit
and the trigger function A. So we can seek the solution to
the multivariate optimization problem by using an iterative
strategy [62], which alternatively finds A to optimize the ob-
jective function given a fixed m̂bit (called T-step) and selects
mbit given a fixed Â (called B-step).

T-step. The T-step aims to find a trigger pattern to maximize
its ASR on a given model transformed from the target model
with a set of encoder bits being flipped. This can be achieved
by minimizing Lce( fm̂bit (A(x)), t), where fm̂bit is the target
model whose m̂bit have been flipped. However, under our
threat model, the adversary does not have direct access to the
decoder and instead can only work on the substitute model
f̃ to minimize Lce( f̃m̂bit (A(x)), t) where f̃m̂bit is the substitute
with bits m̂bit flipped. The problem is that the trigger pattern
discovered in this way may not be effectively transferred to
the target model: that is, the trigger applied to the inputs to
fm̂bit may not maximize their misclassification rate (ASR), due
to the difference between the model and its substitute counter-
part. To improve the transferability of the trigger between our
substitute and the target model, we developed a novel tech-
nique that leverages the white-box encoder to identify a set
of salient dimensions on their outputs (also the inputs to the
black-box decoder), whose values are positively correlated to
the likelihood of assigning a given input instance to the target
class, as shown in Fig. 2.

These salient dimensions can be identified by training a
linear model (such as a one-layer neural network with one
fully connected layer) hlinear(·) that learns to predict the tar-
get model’s output labels from the inputs of the black-box
decoder. Given hlinear(·), we consider the salient dimensions
to be those having the top-k gradients among all input dimen-
sions: for the dimension i on the input vector x, its gradient
is calculated as ∂hlinear(x)t/∂xi, where t is the target label of
the Trojan attack.



Figure 2: Overview of Groan’s trigger generation strategy.
The red arrows represent the outputs expected to be amplified.

Formally, supposing the salient dimensions are mdim, our
approach searches for the trigger that minimizes the following
function:

Lce( f̃m̂bit (A(x)), t)−λ Σ
i∈mdim

encm̂bit (A(x))i,

where f̃m̂bit (A(x)) = ˜dec◦ encm̂bit (A(x)).
(2)

Here, λ is a parameter to manage the trade-off between two
optimization objectives: maximizing the ASR on the substi-
tute (the first term) and maximizing the transferability through
the salient dimensions (the second term), and our substitute is
the composition of two functions: encm̂bit (·), the white-box en-
coder with bits m̂bit flipped, and ˜dec(·), the simulated decoder
in our substitute.

Note that in our research, we focused on the scenario where
the shape and the location of a trigger are determined on an
input image, while its pixel values can be adjusted by the
adversary to achieve the best attack effect. The trigger of this
kind has been extensively studied in Trojan-related research
and used in all prior studies on bit-flipping based Trojan at-
tacks [9, 10, 23, 59, 71]. So our optimization of Equation 2 is
performed under this constraint.
B-step. The B-step aims to search for a set of bits mbit under
a given trigger Â(·) so that once these bits are flipped in
the target model, a Trojan can be introduced to achieve best
possible effectiveness and stealthiness. Specifically, we intend
to find mbit that minimizes the following function, using the
substitute f̃ to simulate the target model f :

Lce( f̃mbit (Â(x)), t)+αLce( f̃mbit (Â(x)),y), (3)

where α is used to balance between the ASR (the first term)
and the ACC (the second term) of our substitute.

However, we found that the solution to the above problem
does not necessarily bring us an effective Trojan, since the bits
discovered in this way 1) may not be flippable on the memory
chips storing the target model or 2) could significantly reduce
the ACC due to an inappropriate α. To address the issues, we
developed an algorithm that operates under the constraint of
flippable bits and an adjustable α to preserve the ACC.

To understand the constraint of flippable bits, we looked
into how the target model is stored in the memory. As men-

tioned earlier, our research focuses on the target model quan-
tized to an 8-bit quantization level: that is, each weight of the
target model requires 8-bit memory space to store. Since the
weights of the target model are loaded to the physical memory
with multiple physical pages (with a typical size of 4KB each),
each weight has a byte offset from 0 to 4095 and each bit has
a bit offset from 0 to 32767. For each physical page, only bits
at certain offsets are flippable and they can only be flipped in
one direction (either 1→0 or 0→1). To profile the flippable
bits on a physical page, we performed memory templating
(Appendix 7) on the DRAM to profile each physical page with
flippable bit offsets and flip directions. Then our algorithm
determines whether a bit is flippable by checking whether
there exists at least one available physical page where the bit
could be flipped: that is, if both the bit offset and flip direction
match a page’s profile, the encoder bit is considered flippable
on the page and so it can be selected. Otherwise, the encode
bit will not be chosen at the B-step. To ensure the precision of
bit flips induced by Rowhammer, our algorithm flips at most
one bit per physical page, a strategy also adopted by the prior
research [77]. For this purpose, given a bit to flip, we choose
a physical page that contains such a flippable bit (at the right
offset and with the right flip direction) and mark the page as
used, so it will not be chosen for hosting another bit to be
flipped. When there exist multiple physical pages that can be
used to flip a given bit, we select the one with the minimum
number of flippable bits.

Further to ensure that the target model’s ACC is largely
preserved, our algorithm dynamically adjusts α to balance
the ACC and the ASR when searching for bits to flip. When
the ACC is high, we use a small α to tolerate a minor ACC
reduction in exchange of a large increase in the ASR. When
the ACC drops quickly, we set a large α in favor of boosting
it. Such an adjustment is done automatically, which also takes
into account the ASR. In our implementation, we set α =
γ(ASR/ACC)2 where γ is chosen manually and the ACC and
the ASR are measured on the current substitute.

To solve the optimization problem in Eq. 3 (that is, each
iteration searches for a bit minimizing the loss in Eq. 3), we
adopt a bit search process similar to BFA [58]. Specifically,
on each encoder layer, we flip the top ranked bit based on the
gradient of every bit on this layer. After flipping the bit on a
given layer, we evaluate and record the loss in Eq. 3, and then
restore the flipped bit. In this way, a loss profile is generated
for each layer. Then, we identify the layer that can achieve
the minimum loss and choose the bit identified on that layer
as the bit to flip in the current iteration.
The algorithm. Algorithm 2 presents the whole bit-
identification procedure. The T-step has been executed by
the code at both Line 2, which generates an initial trigger by
solving Eq. 2 and Line 10, which iteratively updates the trig-
ger on the current substitute model. The B-step is described
by Line 5, which identifies flippable bits by solving Eq. 3.
Line 8 causes the selected bit to be flipped, which leads to the



update of the substitute. However, this operation (including
the selected bit to m̂bit) is only performed when the current
ACC is above a threshold, for the purpose of avoiding a sharp
drop in the target model’s accuracy. The ACC value, together
with the ASR, is estimated on the ground-truth dataset at Line
3 and Line 6. Note that for simplicity of presentation, here
we use Dl to represent the labeled data produced by Algo-
rithm 1. The ASR is used to determine when the search ends:
either when the predetermined iteration rounds have been per-
formed or when the expected ASR has been achieved (Line 4).
Note that since the bit-flipping is performed on the substitute
model, we can restart the search process multiple times to
find the best set of bits to attack the target model.

Algorithm 2: Bit identification algorithm
Input: Substitute model f̃ , labeled datasets Dl , target class t,

ACC threshold thrACC, ASR threshold thrASR, and
maximum iterations Tmax.

Output: The optimal set of bits m̂bit and its associated
trigger amending function Â.

1: m̂bit = {}
2: Initialize Â by solving Eq. 2
3: ASR,ACC← evaluate( f̃ , m̂bit , Â,Dl)
4: while iter < Tmax and ASR < thrASR do
5: b← identi f y_vuln_bit( f̃ , m̂bit , Â,Dl) (Eq. 3)
6: ASR,ACC← evaluate( f̃ , m̂bit ∪{b}, Â,Dl)
7: if ACC ≥ thrACC then
8: m̂bit ← m̂bit ∪{b}
9: end if

10: update Â by solving Eq. 2
11: iter+= 1
12: end while
13: return m̂bit , Â

3.4 Trojan Injection

Given a set of bits identified by our bit detection algorithm,
Groan executes Rowhammer to flip them in the DRAM stor-
ing the shared target encoder. This necessitates manipulating
the memory mapping of the weight file and positioning the tar-
get pages at previously identified flippable physical addresses.
To control memory mapping, we leverage the per-cpu page
frame cache. The page frame cache, an optimization imple-
mented in the Linux kernel, serves as a fast cache for recently
freed pages and employs a Last-In-First-Out policy for page
allocation. Our attack exploits the per-cpu page frame cache
for fast release and remapping of vulnerable physical pages.
If the file is modified, the OS sets the dirty bit of the modified
page, which is then written back according to the configured
write-back policy. Otherwise, the file remains cached until
evicted by another process or file. Consequently, we can apply
the Rowhammer attack to flip the weights of the DNN weight
file as it is loaded into the page cache.

To flip all the identified bits, the attacker releases the cor-
responding physical pages and remaps the target page. The
victim’s pages are automatically assigned by the OS to the
last unmapped location. Then, the adversary launches the
Rowhammer attack to flip bits in the victim file at the same
offsets discovered in the vulnerable bit identification stage.
Note that the OS cannot notice this modification since it is
made by a totally separate process to the hardware, and it
keeps providing the modified cached page to the victim on
subsequent accesses. Thus the attack remains stealthy.

4 Evaluation

4.1 Experimental Setup
We assess our gray-box attack, Groan, focusing on vision-
related tasks. This is to ensure a fair comparison with previous
studies, which mainly concentrates on vision-related tasks.
Extending Groan to NLP tasks is part of our future work. Our
evaluation not only demonstrates Groan’s efficacy but also
highlights the real risks our attack poses to vital vision-based
applications, including healthcare and autonomous vehicles.
Datasets. We conducted our experiments on CIFAR-10 [42]
and ImageNet [17] datasets. CIFAR-10 has 50K training im-
ages and 10K test images covering 10 classes, with input
dimensions of 32 × 32 × 3. ImageNet is a large dataset with
1.2M training images and 50K test images covering 1000
classes. Its input dimensions are 224 × 224 × 3. For all exper-
iments on CIFAR-10, we selected a random set of 2K images
from the test dataset as the original unlabeled images that
the attacker owns, and the remaining 8K of the test dataset to
evaluate the ACC and ASR achieved by the attacker. For all
experiments on ImageNet, we randomly chose 10K images
from the test dataset as the original unlabeled images that the
attacker owns, and measured the ACC and ASR on the remain-
ing 40K test images. We further augmented these selected
image sets (2K images from CIFAR-10 and 10K images from
ImageNet) by applying image corruption techniques [30].
Following the data preparation methodology described in
Section 3.2, we selected 3K images for CIFAR-10 and 15K
images for ImageNet. These images were then used to query
the target models.
Software settings. Our deep learning platform is Pytorch
1.6.0, which supports CUDA 10.2. On CIFAR-10, we evalu-
ated VGG-11, VGG-16 [63] and AlexNet [43]. To perform a
classification task on ImageNet, we deployed ResNet-50 [28],
ViT-B [20], and ViT-H [20]. In all these experiments, we quan-
tized the DNNs involved to the 8-bit quantization level. Note
that we regard the architecture comprising a CNN embedder
followed by an MLP classifier as an encoder-decoder struc-
ture, which encompasses cases such as employing the first
13 CNN layers of VGG16 as the encoder and the final three
fully-connected layers as the decoder. This setting has become
increasingly popular due to the success of MoCo [12, 13, 27],



which trains the encoder/embedder using unsupervised vi-
sual representation learning without simultaneously training
a decoder/classifier. Consequently, we evaluated these CNN
models as well. Additionally, we also evaluated ViT-B and
ViT-H, which are of classic encoder-decoder architecture for
image classification.
Hardware settings. Our DNN models were trained and an-
alyzed on a NVIDIA Tesla V100 32GB GPU and an In-
tel Xeon Gold 6248 CPU. The Rowhammer experiments
were conducted on 8GB DDR4 DRAM (Kingston 99P5701-
005.A00G).
Groan configuration. For the knowledge discovery stage,
we set the default parameters to t =2, q =1K, Q =2K for
the CIFAR-10 experiments, t =2, q =5K, Q =10K for the
ImageNet experiments: that is, Dtrigger

uncert , Dclean
uncert and Dr each

contains 1K images for the CIFAR-10 experiments and 5K
images for the ImageNet experiments. For the gray-box bit
search (Algorithm 2), we set the default parameters to t =2,
T =1k in all the experiments. thrACC is set to 0.8 for CIFAR-
10 and 0.7 for ImageNet. thrASR is set to ACC, which is deter-
mined by the substitute model’s ACC measured on Dr. For
the T-step, the trigger mask is initialized as a black square
on the right bottom corner of a clean image with the size of
10x10 (TAP = 9.76%) and 73x73 (10.62%) on CIFAR-10 and
ImageNet respectively. The hyper-parameter λ in Eq. 2 is set
to 1 and the optimization problem was solved through back-
propagation. For the B-step, α (in Eq. 3) is set to (ASR/ACC)2

with an upper bound 1 and a lower bound 0.01, where the ASR
and the ACC are estimated by the substitute model f̃ upon
the queried data Dl . In the memory templating phase (Ap-
pendix 7), we observed an average of 3.5 bit flips per second
using 3-sided Rowhammering. We identified a total of 80,048
flippable bits, which served as constraints for the subsequent
bit search.

4.2 Effectiveness and Performance
In this section, we report our evaluation of the achievable
ASR of Groan without significantly affecting the ACC of the
original tasks. Table 1 presents our experimental results. In
the experiment, we ran Groan to inject Trojans into models
spanning 6 distinct architectures and trained on the CIFAR-
10 and ImageNet datasets. From the table, we observe that
Groan successfully injects the Trojan to all these architectures
by flipping no more than 136 bits, achieving a high ASR (≥
84.67%) while preserving the accuracy (ACC drop ≤ 4.64%)
across all models. Particularly, the Trojan introduced to the
ViT-H model (with 632M parameters) trained on ImageNet
has an ASR of 91.60% and in the meantime, only causes the
ACC of the target model to drop by 3.89%. This demonstrates
that our approach indeed generalizes well to large data sets
and models.

From the Table, we also observe that the larger the model,
the more bits needed to be flipped by Groan. Specifically, for

Figure 3: Demonstration of the trigger patterns. The top three
are trigger-stamped images on CIFAR-10. The below two are
trigger-stamped images on ImageNet.

ImageNet dataset, Groan requires flipping 85 bits to inject
a Trojan into a ViT-B model with 86M parameters. This is
about three times the 27 bits required to embed a Trojan into a
ResNet-50 model which contains 23M parameters, indicating
a nearly linear relationship with model size. However, this
linearity does not hold for even larger models. Specifically,
ViT-H is more than seven times larger than ViT-B, yet the
number of bits required to be flipped is less than twice that
of ViT-B. This suggests that the rate at which Groan needs to
flip bits does not go up as rapidly as the growth in model size,
and further demonstrates the efficacy of Groan against large
models.

4.3 Ablation Study

In addition to the end-to-end evaluation on Groan, we further
studied the role played by its individual components, both
in the knowledge discovery stage (Section 3.2) and the bit
identification stage (Section 3.3). Specifically, we analyzed
the effects of the three components – knowledge discovery,
and the T-step and the B-step of bit identification, by running
experiments on the models in three different architectures
trained on CIFAR-10. In each of these experiments, we kept
the total number of queries to 3K for fairness of comparison.
Our experimental results are presented in Table 2 where the
fourth and fifth columns show the ACC and the ASR of the
substitute model and the sixth and seventh columns show the
ACC and the ASR of the target model after the Groan attack.
Effect of knowledge discovery. Our knowledge discovery
algorithm strategically queries the target model and trains a
substitute based on the querying results. To understand the
impact of our discovery algorithm on Groan’s performance,
we compare the substitute it produces with that trained over
the outcomes of random queries on the target model (called
Groan-Random model). The experimental results are pre-
sented in the - Random rows of Table 2. As we can see



Table 1: Summary of Groan’s performance.

Dataset Architecture Network
Parameters

ACC. before
Attack (%)

ACC. after
Attack (%)

Attack Success
Rate (%)

# of
Bit Flips

CIFAR-10
AlexNet 61M 87.70 86.74 89.27 11
VGG-11 132M 88.14 83.50 93.13 20
VGG-16 138M 88.35 84.51 91.44 14

ImageNet
ResNet-50 23M 76.03 72.53 84.67 27

ViT-B 86M 78.89 76.63 89.37 85
ViT-H 632M 79.93 76.04 91.60 136

from the table, the Trojan injected using the Groan-Random
model vastly underperform its counterpart supported by the
enhanced substitute model: the target model infected by the
former is found to have much lower ASR (≤ 66.68%) than
the model infected by the latter (≥ 89.27%); also the Groan-
Random model reduces the ACC of the target model signif-
icantly (from ≥ 87.70% to ≤ 77.10%) while the enhanced
substitute helps largely preserve its accuracy (ACC reduction
is less than 5%).

Further the advantage of our enhanced substitute over the
Groan-Random model can also be observed from the Trojan’s
transferability to the target model. To measure the Trojan’s
transferability across all model structures used in our research,
we introduce the following two metrics:

Trans(ACC) =
∑

arch
ACC(target)

∑
arch

ACC(sub) , and Trans(ASR) =
∑

arch
ASR(target)

∑
arch

ASR(sub)

Trans(ACC) measures how much the ACC of the substitute
can be transferred to the target model and the Trans(ASR)
measures the transferability of the ASR. Using the met-
rics, we found that Groan with the knowledge discovery
achieves Trans(ACC) = 1.02 and Trans(ASR) = 0.98, much
higher than those attainable with the Groan-Random model:
Trans(ACC) = 0.84 and Trans(ASR) = 0.65. This indicates
that our effort to improve the quality of the substitute model
is indeed necessary.
Effect of the T-step. Our T-step is designed to seek the trigger
that maximizes the ASR on input instances given a substitute
model, and can also be effectively transferred to the target
model. To study the effect of the T-step, we replace the step
with TBT [59], a state-of-the-art technique to find the trigger
from the substitute, and compare the effectiveness of the new
attack (Groan-TBT) with Groan. Our experimental results
are presented in the - TBT rows of Table 2. Groan-TBT also
largely keeps the ACC of the target model but only gets a
50.34% ASR, significantly lower than 89.27% achieved by
Groan. This difference is mainly caused by the former’s lack
of transferability: its Trans(ASR) = 0.51, much lower than
Trans(ASR) = 0.98 of Groan. This finding demonstrates that
the T-step, particularly the effort to maximize the salient out-

put dimensions of the encoder to ensure transferability, is
indeed important to the success of the Groan attack.

Effect of the B-step. In the B-step, to achieve a high ASR
while preserving ACC of the target model, our algorithm
automatically adjusts the parameter α (in Eq. 3) to balance
these two optimization objectives. To understand how this
search strategy (Section 3.3) contributes to the success of the
attack, we set α = 1, which is widely-used in prior studies [10,
59,68], and then compare this Groan version with our original
attack. The results of the experiments are presented in the -
Fix. rows of Table 2. As we can see from the table, the attack
with the fixed α results in an exceedingly low ASR. This
is because the bits identified with a fixed α always leads to
a lower ACC than the threshold so the search cannot make
progress due to the ACC check at Line 6 in Algorithm 2.
As a result, the approach with the fixed α can only raise the
ASR up to 2.23% across all the architectures. Note that if we
remove the ACC check in Algorithm 2, the ASR could go up
but the ACC will drop significantly.

Fundamentally, the balance between ACC and ASR cannot
be achieved statically. At the beginning of the optimization
process, a few bits being flipped will quickly raise the ASR
but also significantly degrade the ACC. At this stage, a small
α should be chosen to preserve the ACC. With the ASR
going up, it becomes increasingly hard to improve further.
In this case, we will prefer a larger α to move the focus of
optimization to the ASR.

Note that this balance can be easily achieved in white-box
run-time Trojan injection by seeking the flippable bits mainly
on the last layer [10, 59]: (i) flipping the bits on the last layer
has the most direct impact on the output, which helps get a
high ASR; (ii) the impact of such modification will not spread
over to other layers, which helps preserve the ACC. However,
in the gray-box attack, since the adversary only has black-box
access to the decoder and therefore cannot temper with the
weights of the last layer, changes to the model can only take
place in the encoder, which will propagate from the flipped
bits to other layers. As a result, to preserve the ACC in the
gray-box attack, we need a more delicate balance between the
ACC and the ASR, which is achieved in our attack through
dynamically adjusting α.



Table 2: The results of ablation study of Groan on CIFAR-10

Architecture ACC. before
Attack (%) Method ACC. on

Sub. (%)
ASR on
Sub. (%)

ACC. on
Target (%)

ASR on
Target (%)

# of
Bit Flips

AlexNet 87.70

Groan 85.1 89.0 86.74 89.27 11
- Random 86.5 95.7 77.10 62.14 7

- TBT 86.7 94.2 86.55 50.34 3
- Fix 84.8 2.1 85.85 0.03 1

VGG-11 88.14

Groan 81.8 93.2 83.50 93.13 20
- Random 82.7 93.1 60.68 54.49 23

- TBT 82.1 85.3 82.04 47.72 6
- Fix 81.8 0.1 83.46 0.08 1

VGG-16 88.35

Groan 81.5 94.6 84.51 91.44 14
- Random 84.0 91.5 74.89 66.68 8

- TBT 84.4 91.1 86.02 41.06 5
- Fix 81.6 1.4 87.36 2.23 2

5 Discussion

Limitations. Groan needs to trigger bit flips in the DRAM
chips storing the target model at run-time. Since the charge
leaks in the memory cell is uni-directional, those flipped bits
are hard to be flipped back and could only be refreshed by
triggering a reload to the memory from the model file. Thus,
there is a chance to detect Trojan injected by Groan through
checking the DRAM’s integrity. However, since the model
is usually large, checking the integrity of DRAM at run-time
will produce additional overhead.

Besides, Groan requires a little more bits to be flipped
in target model for Trojan injection compared with those
alternatives evaluated in Section 4.3. For instance, on AlexNet
models, Groan requires flipping 11 bits while alternatives
require flipping ≤ 7 bits. However, we argue that this minor
overhead is acceptable, since this will neither increase the
difficulty to flip those bits nor reduce the stealthiness of Trojan
injected by Groan (Groan has preserved the ACC much better
than those alternatives as shown in Table 2).

Future works. Groan is designed for working in the gray-box
scenarios. It could be improved to be adaptive to the black-
box scenarios, through cooperating with a more powerful
knowledge discovery strategy that can not only reveal the
decision boundaries but also some weights of the target model,
and an improved method to place the target model bits to the
flippable DRAM locations without sharing anything with
the victim process hosting the target model. One potential
way is to cooperate with the model extraction attack and
the access-free Rowhammer attack. Model extraction attack
enables an adversary to gain model parameters [7, 34, 57] in
the black-box scenarios. Access-free Rowhammer attack [6]
gives an solution to flip the target bits in memory without the
need of access permission to the target model. More possible
approaches deserve future studies.

Moreover, the stealthiness of the Trojan injected by Groan

through flipping bits could be improved by cooperating with
a method to revoke those flipped bits. Revoking the flipped
bits enables the adversary to activate the Trojan only when
necessary and “turn off” it after using it. This is possible if
the adversary can force the victim pages (storing the target
model) to be evicted from the page cache. Once the page is
evicted, the follow-up references to the data (model weights)
will be loaded from the local file again, restoring those flipped
bits to their original values. For this purpose, the adversary
can leverage the existing techniques for page cache eviction
whose effectiveness has been demonstrated in the page cache
attacks [22]. We will also expand our Groan to NLP related
tasks in future research.

5.1 Mitigation

Detection. A natural idea to detect Trojan at run-time is to
apply Trojan detection approaches very frequently. e.g., ap-
plying them every minute. By doing so, methods [8,48,71] for
detecting Trojans at training time could be adapted to work at
run-time. However, detecting in this manner has a very high
overhead, rendering it impractical in reality. There are several
methods that have been proposed to detect Trojan at run-time.
Liu et al. [47] proposed to check whether the encoded weights
are different from the stored values that have been calculated
before the model’s run. This approach will add extra over-
head, especially for large networks, and could be bypassed by
adding the weights encoding constraint to the bit searching
step. Li et al. [44] proposed RADAR, a checksum-based de-
tection method during the inference time. It divides the weight
parameters into several groups and gets the checksum of the
most significant bits within the parameters of each group. Sim-
ilarly, the detection could be bypassed if the adversary added
a new constraint when doing bit search to avoid flipping the
most significant bits. Li et al. [46] proposed DeepDyve, a dy-
namic verification method to detect run-time Trojan attacks.



DeepDyve first generates a compressed version of the tar-
get model as the benchmark model. Then, it checks whether
the outputs of the current target model are the same as the
outputs of the benchmark model for some inputs. However,
this method brings not only computation but also memory
overhead.

Prevention. A number of methods have been proposed
to mitigate the Rowhammer vulnerability at the DRAM
level [51,54,76]. However, the most recent attacks [26,36,55]
demonstrate that the threat from Rowhammer will still ex-
ist in the near future [52, 53]. Preventing Trojan injection
through Rowhammer could be achieved by compressing
model weights into low-bits representation. In the extreme
case, we could compress the target model into a binarized
model. However, compressing the model brings the cost of its
performance on benign inputs [29]. How to trade-off between
the security and the effectiveness of the model are left to be
studied in the future.

6 Related Works

Run-time attacks. Groan injects Trojan at run-time. The
possibility of doing that is demonstrated by Hong et al. [31]
who have shown that deep neural networks are vulnerable to
run-time attacks such as the Rowhammer attack. This is due
to the fact that bit flipping can cause a significant change in
the model’s outputs if the model weights are represented by
floating variables with high precision, resulting in a significant
drop in the ACC and possibly even the ASR. Later on, Yao
et al. [77] and Rakin et al. [58] showed that even a quantized
DNN is vulnerable to run-time Trojan attacks. The ACC of
quantized DNN can also be reduced by flipping a set of bits.
After that, Rakin et al. proposed Targeted Bit-Flip Attack
(T-BFA), which forces the quantized DNNs misclassify the
inputs as belonging to the target class. However, all these
attacks damage the DNNs in a permanent way, and thus could
be detected afterwards. Recently, Rakin et al. [59] and Chen
et al. [10] show that run-time Trojan attacks could be induced
by flipping only a small number of bits in quantized DNNs.
Both attacks assume that all the bits in the DNNs are flippable,
which is unrealistic in the real hardware. On the other hand,
Tol et al. [68] achieved the run-time Trojan attack in DDR3
DRAM chips using Rowhammer attack. However, all the
previous attacks assume the adversary has white-box access
to the whole DNN model, unlike Groan which injects Trojan
under gray-box settings.
Trojan attacks on encoder-decoder architecture. Groan
injects Trojan into the target model with encoder-decoder ar-
chitecture. For achieving this, Jia et al. [37] proposed BadEn-
coder attack that injects Trojan into the encoder during the
training period. They aim to make all the downstream classi-
fiers built on the Trojan infected encoder for different down-

stream tasks simultaneously contain the Trojan. They showed
that BadEncoder can achieve high ASR while preserving the
ACC for the downstream tasks. Comparing with BadEncoder,
our Groan achieved similar attack performance, but, under
more strict constraints brought by the hardware. Specifically,
our Groan is constrained by that only a small set of bits that
are flippable in the real hardware could be modified to inject
the Trojan, while BadEncoder could modify all the bits to
do that. Moreover, the decoder of the target model cannot be
changed by the Groan (in the gray-box setting), which brings
much more difficulties in keeping the ACC of the target model
and obtaining a high ASR, while BadEncoder can fine-tune
the decoder after injecting the Trojan into the encoder for
better ACC and ASR. Finally, the Groan, a run-time Trojan
attack, is stealthier than the BadEncoder, since the Groan in-
fected model might only be detected at run-time, while the
BadEncoder infected model could be detected both during the
training period and at run-time.

Hardware Attacks. Groan could be seen as a hardware attack.
One example of this kind of attacks is Adversarial Weight
Duplication (AWD) attack. AWD is a fault injection attack on
FPGA that takes advantage of the co-tenancy when multiple
tenants are on the FPGA [60]. It aims to destroy the function-
ality of the target model and could thus be easily detected
by performance checking. Breier et al. [2] proposed a laser-
based fault injection attack that hijacks the activation function
of neurons within the target model by using laser injection
technique on embedded systems. Clements et al. [15] and Li
et al. [45] inject Trojan into DNN by changing the circuit
functionality. In general, these hardware attacks all require
physical access to the target hardware to induce faults into it,
unlike our Groan which could be launched remotely.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed Groan, a gray-box run-time Trojan
attack that achieved a high attack success rate on trigger-
carrying inputs while preserving the prediction accuracy of
the target model on clean inputs. Multiple techniques were
devised to achieve the attack goal. We designed a knowledge
discovery strategy for efficiently generating a high-quality
substitute model. We further designed a novel gray-box bit
identification technique that seeks a set of bits for Trojan in-
jection together with a transferable trigger. We implemented
Groan with a Rowhammer-based fault injection method on
the real system and systematically evaluated its effectiveness
on a range of models, including those of a large scale. Our
evaluation shows that Groan can successfully inject Trojan
into various models by flipping only a small number of bits,
at the cost of only a slight drop in accuracy. Our work high-
lights the need to protect the deep neural networks at run-time,
which is originally thought to be the safest stage in the DNN
supply chain.
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Appendix

A Memory templating

Memory templating aims to scan the memory for bit locations
that are vulnerable to bit flips in order to deterministically
induce bit flips in the target model. The attacker should first
comprehend the physical address to row mapping scheme in
order to perform the rowhammer. We reverse-engineer the
DRAM addressing schemes with a specific hardware config-
uration using techniques proposed in [56]. To profile on the
DDR4 memory which are protected from DDR3 double-sided
Rowhammer attacks, we basically follow the techniques in the
TRRespass tool [21], where multiple rows of DRAM are ac-
cessed sequentially resulting in flips on the memory. In detail,
a victim is produced above the attacker row, and an attacker
is formed above the new victim a variable number of times
rather than just one row above and below the victim row being
read. The normal operation of the underlying system will not
be unaffected because the profiling is done in the attacker’s
own memory space. A list of physical pages with their page
frame numbers, vulnerable bit offsets and flip directions are
generated during the memory templating phase.
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